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1.  Introduction 
 

1.1 Module RF-CONCRETE Surfaces 
Although reinforced concrete is as frequently used for plate structures as for frameworks, 
standards and technical literature provide rather little information on the design of two-
dimensional structural components. Particularly the design of shell structures that are simulta-
neously subjected to moments and axial forces is rarely described in reference books. Since 
the finite element method allows for realistic modeling of two-direction objects, design as-
sumptions and algorithms must be found to close this "regulatory gap" between member-
oriented rules and computer-generated internal forces of plate structures. 

DLUBAL SOFTWARE meets this challenge with the add-on module RF-CONCRETE Surfaces. Based 
on the compatibility equations by BAUMANN from 1972 [1], a consistent design algorithm has 
been developed to dimension reinforcements with two or three directions of reinforcement. 
The module is more than just a tool to determine the statically required reinforcement. It also 
includes regulations concerning the allowable minimum and maximum reinforcement ratios 
for different types of structural components (2D plates, 3D shells, walls, deep beams) as they 
can be found in the form of design specifications defined in the standards. 

When determining the reinforcing steel, RF-CONCRETE Surfaces checks whether the concrete's 
plate thickness, which stiffens the reinforcement mesh, is sufficient to meet all requirements 
arising from bending and shear loading. 

In addition to the strength limit state design, the serviceability limit state design is possible as 
well. These designs include the limitation of the concrete compressive and the reinforcing 
steel stresses, the minimum reinforcement for the crack control, as well as the crack control by 
limiting rebar diameter and rebar spacing. For this purpose, analytical and nonlinear design 
check methods are available for selection. 

If you also have a license for RF-CONCRETE Deflect, you can calculate the deformations with 
the influence of creep, shrinkage, and tension stiffening according to the analytical method. 

With a license of RF-CONCRETE NL, you can consider the influence of creep and shrinkage in 
the determination of deformations, crack widths, and stresses according to the nonlinear 
method. 

The design is possible according to the following standards: 

• ACI 318-14 

• CSA A23.3-14 (R2015) 

• EN 1992-1-1:2004/A1:2014 

• SIA 262:2013 

• GB 50010-2010 

All intermediate results for the design are comprehensively documented in the results tables 
and in the printout report. In line with the DLUBAL philosophy, this provides a special transpar-
ency and traceability of the design results. 

We hope you will enjoy working with RF-CONCRETE Surfaces. 

Your DLUBAL SOFTWARE Team  

 
 

Design according to ACI 318-14 
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1.2 Using the Manual 
Topics like installation, graphical user interface, results evaluation, and printout are described 
in detail in the manual of the main program RFEM. The present manual focuses on typical fea-
tures of the add-on module RF-CONCRETE Surfaces. 

The descriptions in this manual follow the sequence and structure of the module's input and 
results windows. The text of the manual shows the described buttons in square brackets, for 
example [View mode]. At the same time, they are pictured on the left. Expressions used in dia-
log boxes, tables, and menus are set in italics to clarify the explanations. 

At the end of the manual, there is the index. However, if you do not find what you are looking 
for, you can check the Knowledge Base or FAQs at our website and look for a solution. 

1.3 Opening RF-CONCRETE Surfaces 
RFEM provides the following options to start the add-on module RF-CONCRETE Surfaces. 

Menu 
To start the add-on module from of the RFEM menu, select 

Add-on Modules → Design - Concrete → RF-CONCRETE Surfaces. 

 

Figure 1.1: Menu Add-on Modules → Design - Concrete → RF-CONCRETE Surfaces 

https://www.dlubal.com/en-US/support-and-learning/support/knowledge-base
https://www.dlubal.com/en-US/support-and-learning/support/faq
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Navigator 
To start die add-on module in the Data navigator, select 

Add-on Modules → RF-CONCRETE Surfaces. 

 

Figure 1.2: Data navigator item Add-on Modules → RF-CONCRETE Surfaces 

Panel 
If results from RF-CONCRETE Surfaces are already available in the RFEM model, you can also 
start the design module in the panel. Select the relevant RF-CONCRETE Surfaces design case in 
the load case list of the menu bar. Then use the toolbar button [Show Results] to display the 
reinforcements graphically. 

Now you can click the [RF-CONCRETE Surfaces] button in the panel to open the add-on module. 

 

Figure 1.3: Panel button [RF-CONCRETE Surfaces] 
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2.  Input Data 
When you start the add-on module, a new window opens. In this module window, the naviga-
tor on the left lists all available windows. The drop-down list above the navigator contains the 
design cases (if created). 

The design-relevant data is to be defined in several input windows. When you have opened 
RF-CONCRETE Surfaces for the first time, the following parameters are automatically available: 

• Load cases, load and result combinations 

• Materials 

• Surfaces 

• Internal forces (in background, if calculated) 

To open a window, click the entry in the navigator. By using the buttons shown on the left, you 
can go the previous or next window. You can also use the function keys [F2] and [F3] to select 
the previous or next window. 

To save the results, click [OK]. You exit RF-CONCRETE Surfaces and return to the main program. 
By clicking [Cancel], you exit the add-on module without saving the data. 

2.1 General Data 
In Window 1.1 General Data, you specify the design standard and the actions. The tabs manage 
the load cases, load and result combinations for the strength limit state and serviceability limit 
state designs. 

 
Figure 2.1: Window 1.1 General Data 
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Design Acc. to Standard / NA 

 
Figure 2.2: Standard and (if applicable) National Annex for reinforced concrete design 

Specify the Standard which is to be applied for the strength limit state and serviceability limit 
state designs. The following standards for reinforced concrete design are available in the list: 

• EN 1992-1-1:2004/A1:2014 European Union 

• ACI 318-14   United States of America 

• CSA A23.3-14 (R2015) Canada 

• SIA 262:2013  Switzerland 

• GB 50010-2010  China 

Comment 

 
Figure 2.3: User-defined comment 

In the text box, you can enter notes to describe the current design case, for example. 

2.1.1 Strength Limit State 

 
Figure 2.4: Window 1.1 General Data, tab Strength Limit State 

Existing Load Cases / Combinations 
This column lists all load cases, load combinations, and result combinations created in RFEM.  

Click [] to transfer the selected entries to the Selected for Design list on the right. You can also 
double-click the items to select them. To transfer the complete list to the right, click []. 

To select several load cases at the same time, click them one by one while pressing [Ctrl]. This 
allows you to transfer more load cases at once. 
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If a load case is highlighted in red (e.g. LC3 in Figure 2.4), it is not possible to calculate it: this 
load case has no load data or imperfections only. When you try to transfer it, a corresponding 
warning will be shown. 

Below the list, several filter options are available. They make it easier to assign the entries sort-
ed by load cases, combinations, or action categories. The buttons have the following functions: 

 
Selects all load cases in the list 

 
Inverts the selection of load cases 

Table 2.1: Buttons in tab Strength Limit State 

Selected for Design 
The column on the right lists all loads cases, load and result combinations selected for the de-
sign. To remove selected items from the list, click [] or double-click the item. To transfer the 
entire list to the right, click []. 

The design of an enveloping max/min result combination will be faster than the one of all load 
cases and load combinations globally selected for design. In the design of a result combination, 
however, it is difficult to make out the influence of the included actions (see also Chapter 3.1, 
page 39). 

2.1.2 Serviceability Limit State 
The serviceability limit state design depends on the reinforcement results of the strength limit 
state design. Thus, it is not possible to perform the serviceability limit state design exclusively. 

 
Figure 2.5: Window 1.1 General Data, tab Serviceability Limit State 

Existing Load Cases / Combinations 
These two sections list all load cases, load and result combinations defined in RFEM. 

Usually, the actions and partial safety factors relevant for the serviceability limit state (SLS)  
design are different from the ones to be considered for the strength limit state design.  
The corresponding combinations can be created in RFEM. 
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Selected for Design 
Load cases, load and result combinations can be added or removed, as described in Chapter 
2.1.1 above. 

Options 
With the Method of check options, you decide whether you want to carry out the serviceability 
limit state designs according to either the Analytical or the Nonlinear method. 

2.1.2.1 Analytical Method 
The Analytical analysis is preset. This method uses the equations given by the standards for  
reinforced concrete. 

To open the dialog box to check and, if necessary, adjust the design parameters, click [Settings]. 

 
Figure 2.6: Dialog box Settings for Analytical Method of Serviceability Limit State Design 

Method 
In this section, you decide which deformation ratio of the directions of reinforcement is to be 
applied for the serviceability limit state design. 

By assuming an identical deformation ratio of the longitudinal reinforcement, the program uses 
the same deformation ratio of the provided reinforcement. All rebars in the individual rein-
forcement directions are subjected to the same strain. This approach represents a fast and ex-
act procedure. For it, the selected inclination of the concrete strut plays a significant role. This 
method is based on a purely geometrical division. It is applicable when the provided reinforce-
ment corresponds to the required reinforcement. 

The option By classifying the structural element as a plate or wall offers you a simplified solution 
that you can use for a non-rotated, orthogonal reinforcement mesh. The program checks for 
each design point if the tensile stresses from axial forces or bending moments do not exceed a 
certain stress. The limit value of the stress is to be defined in the Classification Criterion section. 
This criterion is used to classify whether the surface is to be designed as a plate (axial forces set 
to zero) or as a wall (moments set to zero). By neglecting minor internal force components, it is 
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possible to use the flowchart shown in ENV 1992-1-1, Annex A 2.8 or 2.9. The design internal 
forces correspond to the values displayed in Table 4.17 of RFEM (see RFEM manual, Chapter 8.17). 

If the program cannot satisfy the classification criterion for a design point of the surface, an er-
ror message appears during the calculation. 

The third option By taking into account the deformation ratio of the longitudinal reinforcement is 
enabled for 2D model types only. This method considers the effective deformation ratios due 
to the selected reinforcement and takes them into account for the serviceability limit state de-
sign. 

Design of 
In this section, you can specify whether to analyze cracks and/or deflections in the design. You 
have to select at least one of those two check boxes. 

If you select Cracks, the module checks the maximum reinforcement spacings, max sl, and the 
crack widths, wk. The settings for the individuals checks can be specified in Window 1.3 Surfaces 
(see Chapter 2.3, page 17). 

Furthermore, it is possible to calculate the Deflection with RF-CONCRETE Deflect, taking into ac-
count creep, shrinkage, and tension stiffening. You need a license of the RF-CONCRETE Deflect 
add-on module to use this option. 

Determination of Longitudinal Reinforcement 
By selecting the Increase the required longitudinal reinforcement automatically check box, you 
decide to dimension the longitudinal reinforcement in such a way that the serviceability limit 
state designs will be satisfied at any rate. If this check box is deactivated, the program uses on-
ly the specifications in the Longitudinal Reinforcement tab of Window 1.4 (see Chapter 2.4.3, 
page 27): basic reinforcement, required reinforcement from strength limit state design, or 
basic reinforcement with provided additional reinforcement. 

The design of the reinforcement for the serviceability limit state is determined by increasing 
the reinforcement iteratively. As initial value for the iterations to resist the given characteristic 
load, the program takes the required strength limit state reinforcement. The dimensioning will 
have no results if the rebar spacing, sl, of the applied reinforcement reaches the rebar diameter, 
dsl. In this case, the results windows will indicate that the respective point cannot be designed. 

If the resulting crack width, wk,res, is governing to satisfy the check of crack widths, the reinforce-
ment is increased equally for each direction. 

Classification Criterion 
This section is only available for 3D model types. With the check boxes, you decide if minor 
normal forces and/or moments may be neglected in order to design surfaces in an idealized 
way as pure plates (selection of first check box) or walls (second check box). As limit value, the 
mean axial tensile strength, fct, is preset as 0.421 ksi of a concrete f’c = 4000 psi for each option. 
It is assumed that the tensile strength of concrete compensates crack formation due to minor 
tensile stresses. That is the reason why they can be neglected. 

If you have selected the classification of the surface as a plate or wall (second option in the 
Method dialog box section on the left), you have to activate at least one of the check boxes. 
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2.1.2.2 Nonlinear Method 
To perform the SLS design according to the Nonlinear method, a license of the add-on module 
RF-CONCRETE NL is required. With it, a physical and a geometrical nonlinear analysis can be 
carried out. 

The nonlinear design method is based on the interaction between model and action effects, 
which requires a clear distribution of internal forces. Therefore, it is only possible to analyze 
load cases and load combinations, no result combinations (RC). Result combinations provide 
two values for every FE node – one maximum and one minimum value. 

The internal forces according to the nonlinear design method are generally determined by a 
second-order analysis. 

To open the dialog box to check and, if necessary, adjust the design parameters, select the 
[Settings] button. The dialog box consists of two tabs: Options and Material Properties. 

2.1.2.2.1 Options 

 
Figure 2.7: Dialog box Settings for Nonlinear Calculation, tab Options  

Options 
In this section, you select which types of serviceability limit state design are to be carried out: 
Deformation and/or Crack widths. You have to select at least one of the check boxes. 

Furthermore, you can specify whether the influence of Creeping and/or Shrinkage is to be con-
sidered during the nonlinear analysis.  

Detailed settings for the individual checks as well as for creeping and shrinkage can be made 
in Window 1.3 Surfaces (see Chapter 2.3.2, page 19). 

Export of Nonlinear Stiffness 
With the option Save the nonlinear stiffness of the defined design load(s) for use in RFEM, you can 
transfer the resulting stiffnesses to RFEM and use it for further analyses. 

The stiffnesses can by exported Individually for each designed load case. In the Edit Load Cases 
and Combinations dialog box of RFEM, you can then assign one of the stiffnesses determined 
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by RF-CONCRETE Surfaces to the corresponding load case. RFEM allocates them automatically. 
If you select the Consistent for reference load option, you have to specify the governing load 
case in the drop-down list below. In RFEM, you can then assign the stiffness resulting from 
these loads to all defined load cases. 

The consideration of nonlinear stiffnesses in RFEM is described in Chapter 7.3.1.3 of the RFEM 
manual. 

Settings for Iteration Process 
The settings in this section have an effect on the process of the nonlinear design method. For 
more information, see the general manual of RF-CONCRETE Surfaces. 

When modifying the precision of iterations, take care that the Maximum number of iterations 
per load increment is higher than the step in the calculation process from which on the defor-
mation criterion will be additionally considered. To open the Calculation Parameters dialog box 
of RFEM, click [Details]. In this dialog box, you can adjust the precision of the convergence cri-
teria for the nonlinear calculation. 

For the nonlinear analysis, the surface is divided into so-called layers. The recommended num-
ber of layers is 10. 

You can manipulate the performance of the convergence behavior by the Damping option: 
The damping controls the magnitude of the stiffness change in subsequent iteration steps. 
With a damping of 50 %, for example, the maximum change of the stiffness between step 2 
and 3 can be 50 % of the stiffness change between step 1 and step 2. 

2.1.2.2.2 Material Properties 

 
Figure 2.8: Dialog box Settings for Nonlinear Calculation, tab Material Properties 

Material Properties of Reinforcing Steel 
For ACI 318-14, no changes can be made in this dialog box section. 

https://www.dlubal.com/-/media/Files/website/documents/manuals/rfem-and-rstab-add-on-modules/reinforced-concrete-structures/rf-concrete/rf-concrete-surfaces-manual-en.pdf
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Material Properties of Concrete 
In this section, you specify the stress-strain relationships of the concrete in compression and of 
the concrete in tension. The parabolic diagram is preset for compression. For tensile stresses, 
the tension stiffening approach (see below) is set as default. 

For Tension stiffening (consideration of the stiffening effect of concrete in tension), you can 
specify the parameters in a separate dialog box where you define how the tensile strength of 
concrete between the cracks is to be applied. To open this dialog box, click [Edit]. 

 
Figure 2.9: Dialog box Tension Stiffening with Concrete Tensile Strength 

Modifications of the parameters will be immediately displayed in the diagrams below. 

For more information on tension stiffening, see the general manual of RF-CONCRETE Surfaces. 

https://www.dlubal.com/-/media/Files/website/documents/manuals/rfem-and-rstab-add-on-modules/reinforced-concrete-structures/rf-concrete/rf-concrete-surfaces-manual-en.pdf
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2.2 Materials 
Window 1.2 Materials consists of two parts. The upper table lists the design-relevant concrete 
and steel grades. All materials of the ‘Concrete’ category that are used in RFEM for surfaces are 
preset. In the Material Properties section below, the properties of the current material (i.e. the 
row of the material selected in the upper table) are displayed. 

 
Figure 2.10: Window 1.2 Materials 

The table lists only materials selected for the design. Materials that are not allowed are high-
lighted in red; modified materials appear blue in color. 

Chapter 4.3 of the RFEM manual describes the material properties that are used for the deter-
mination of the internal forces. The properties of the materials needed for the design are stored 
in the global material library. These values are preset for the Concrete Strength Class and for the 
Reinforcing Steel. 

To adjust the units and decimal places of material properties and stresses, select Units and 
Decimal Places on the Settings menu. 

Material Description 
Concrete Strength Class 

The concrete materials used in RFEM are preset; materials that are not relevant are hidden. It is 
always possible to modify the strength class: Click the material in column A to select the cell. 
Then, click [] or press [F7] to open the list of the strength classes. 

 
Figure 2.11: List of concrete strength classes 

The list contains only strength classes complying with the design concept of ACI 318-14. 
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After the transfer, the program shows the updated design-relevant Material Properties. 

As a matter of principle, the material properties cannot be edited in RF-CONCRETE Surfaces. 

Reinforcing Steel 

In this column, the program presets a steel grade that corresponds to the design concept of 
ACI 318-14. 

Similarly to the concrete strength class, you can select some different reinforcing steel via the 
drop-down list. Select the material in column B to activate the cell. Then, click [] or press [F7] 
to open the list of reinforcing steels. 

 
Figure 2.12: List of reinforcing steels 

The list contains only steel grades that are relevant for the selected standard.  

After the transfer, the program updates the Material Properties. 

Material Library 
The material library contains many materials. To access the corresponding material library, 
click the button shown on the left. The [Library] buttons are located below columns A and B. 
They open the libraries of the concrete strength classes or reinforcing steels, respectively. 

 
Figure 2.13: Dialog box Material Library showing Concrete materials 
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In the Filter section, the materials relevant for the Standard are preset, thus excluding all other 
categories or standards. You can select the appropriate concrete strength class or steel grade 
from the Material to Select list and check its Material Properties in the section below. 

Click [OK] or press [↵] to transfer the selected material to Window 1.2 Materials. 

Chapter 4.3 of the RFEM manual describes how to filter, add, or rearrange materials. 

2.3 Surfaces 

Window 1.3 Surfaces lists the surfaces that are relevant for the design. 

The makeup of the window depends on the settings in Window 1.1 General Data: If you design 
only the strength limit state, the table lists only the surfaces with their thicknesses. If you have 
selected load cases for the serviceability limit state design as well (see Figure 2.5, page 9), more 
specific options will be available. They depend on the selected SLS design method. 

The buttons below the table have the following functions: 

 

 
Table 2.2: Buttons in Window 1.3 Surfaces 

2.3.1 Analytical Method 
The general manual of RF-CONCRETE Surfaces gives you a description of the analytical method 
for the serviceability limit state design. If you use RF-CONCRETE Deflect, this window provides 
additional tabs and columns. They are described in Chapter 2.3.2 Nonlinear Method. 

 
Figure 2.14: Window 1.3 Surfaces with settings for analytical check method, tab Limit of Crack Widths 

Button Function 

 
Shows only surfaces that are assigned to a reinforcement group in Window  
1.4 Reinforcement (see Chapter 2.4) 

 
Jumps to the RFEM work window to adjust the view 

 
Allows you to select a surface in the RFEM work window 

 

https://www.dlubal.com/-/media/Files/website/documents/manuals/rfem-and-rstab-add-on-modules/reinforced-concrete-structures/rf-concrete/rf-concrete-surfaces-manual-en.pdf
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Material No. 
For every surface, the table shows the material numbers which are managed in Window 1.2 
Materials. 

Thickness 

Type 

The program can design constant and linearly variable thickness types as well as surfaces with 
orthotropic properties. 

d 

This column shows the surface thicknesses defined RFEM. The values can be changed for the 
design. 

If the surface thicknesses are modified, the internal forces of RFEM are nevertheless used for 
the design. They result from the stiffnesses of the surface thicknesses defined in RFEM. In a 
statically indeterminate system, the surface thicknesses modified in RF-CONCRETE Surfaces 
must, therefore, be adjusted in RFEM as well. By that, the distribution of internal forces will be 
correctly considered in the design. 

The headers of the other table columns depend on the settings in the tabs below. They again 
can be controlled in the Settings dialog box (see Figure 2.6, page 10) where you specify whether 
deflections and/or cracks are to be designed. 

The values in the columns are based on the entries in the tabs below. Those specifications will 
be applied to all surfaces by default. It is possible, however, to assign the current specifications 
only to specific surfaces. Clear the selection in the All check box. Then, enter the numbers of 
the relevant surfaces or select them graphically in the RFEM work window after clicking []. 
With [], you assign the current settings to the selected surfaces. Note that the assignment is 
applicable only for the active tab, for example Stress Check. 

fr 

This column displays the respective value of the effective concrete tensile strength. 

wk,-z (top) / wk,+z (bottom) 
These parameters are allowable crack widths at the top and bottom sides of the surfaces (see 
general manual of RF-CONCRETE Surfaces). They can be defined in the Limit of Crack Widths tab 
(see Figure 2.14). 

Notes 
This column shows remarks in the form of footers that are described in detail in the status bar. 

Comment 
Use this text box to enter your comments. 

 

https://www.dlubal.com/-/media/Files/website/documents/manuals/rfem-and-rstab-add-on-modules/reinforced-concrete-structures/rf-concrete/rf-concrete-surfaces-manual-en.pdf
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2.3.2 Nonlinear Method 
To design according to the Nonlinear method, you need a license of the RF-CONCRETE NL 
add-on module. This method for the serviceability limit state design is described in detail in 
the general manual of RF-CONCRETE Surfaces. 

 
Figure 2.15: Window 1.3 Surfaces with settings for nonlinear method of check, tab Crack Width Control 

The following columns are described in Chapter 2.3.1 Analytical Method above: 

• Material 

• Thickness 

• wk,-z / wk,+z 

For orthotropic surfaces, no serviceability limit state design according to the nonlinear method 
is possible. 

The values in the columns D through H are controlled in the tabs below. By default, the settings 
in these tabs will be applied to all surfaces. It is possible, however, to assign the current specifi-
cations only to specific surfaces. Clear the selection of the All check box. Then, enter the number 
of the relevant surfaces or use [] to select them graphically. With [], you assign the current 
settings to the selected surfaces. Note that the assignment is applicable only for the current 
tab (for example Crackk Width Control). 

Creep Coefficient ϕ 
The parameters for creep are defined in the Creeping tab. Based on these conditions, the pro-
gram determines the creep coefficient ϕ. For the notional size of the member, h0, the program 
applies the surface thickness, d. 

The determination of the creep coefficient is described in Chapter 2.8.4.1 of the general manual 
of RF-CONCRETE Surfaces. 

 

https://www.dlubal.com/-/media/Files/website/documents/manuals/rfem-and-rstab-add-on-modules/reinforced-concrete-structures/rf-concrete/rf-concrete-surfaces-manual-en.pdf
https://www.dlubal.com/-/media/Files/website/documents/manuals/rfem-and-rstab-add-on-modules/reinforced-concrete-structures/rf-concrete/rf-concrete-surfaces-manual-en.pdf
https://www.dlubal.com/-/media/Files/website/documents/manuals/rfem-and-rstab-add-on-modules/reinforced-concrete-structures/rf-concrete/rf-concrete-surfaces-manual-en.pdf
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Shrinkage εcs 
This column shows the shrinkage whose parameters can be defined in the Shrinkage tab. 
Based on the boundary conditions, the program determines the appropriate shrinkage εcs.  
For the notional size of the structural component, h0, the program assumes the surface thick-
ness, d, for the calculation. 

The determination of shrinkage is described in Chapter 2.8.4.2 of the general manual of RF-
CONCRETE Surfaces. If you do not want to apply any shrinkage strain to a surface, set zero for 
the user-defined shrinkage strain in the Shrinkage tab, and then apply it to the surface. 

For pure plates that are defined as model type 2D - XY (uZ/φX/φY), it is not possible to consider 
shrinkage. There are only degrees of freedom for bending. 

uz,max 

This value represents the maximum allowable deformation with respect to the serviceability 
limit state design. The design criteria are defined in the Deformation Analysis tab. 

 
Figure 2.16: Window 1.3 Surfaces, tab Deformation Analysis 

Limit 

To ensure the serviceability limit state according to [2] 24.2, the deflections must stay within 
the limit values given in [2] Table 24.2.2. 

 
Figure 2.17: [2] Table 24.2.2 – Maximum permissible calculated deflections 

 

https://www.dlubal.com/-/media/Files/website/documents/manuals/rfem-and-rstab-add-on-modules/reinforced-concrete-structures/rf-concrete/rf-concrete-surfaces-manual-en.pdf
https://www.dlubal.com/-/media/Files/website/documents/manuals/rfem-and-rstab-add-on-modules/reinforced-concrete-structures/rf-concrete/rf-concrete-surfaces-manual-en.pdf
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The options Minimum border line, Maximum border line, and User-defined relative determine 
which effective length leff is used. For the two Border line options, the program applies the 
shortest or greatest border line of the respective surface. 

 

Figure 2.18: Maximum and minimum border line for determination of uz,max 

For the User-defined relative limit, you can enter the length directly or select it graphically between 
two points in the RFEM model by using []. 

For all three options, you have to define a divisor by which the reference lengths are divided. 

Alternatively, you can also specify the allowable maximum deformation uz,max as User-defined 
absolute. 

Related to 

The deformation design criterion uses the deflection of a surface – the vertical deformation 
relative to the shortest line connecting the points of support. The Deformation Analysis tab 
(Figure 2.16) offers three possibilities how to calculate the local deformation uz,local used in the 
design. 

• Undeformed system: The deformation is related to the initial structure. 

• Displaced parallel surface: This option is recommended for an elastic support of the sur-
face. The deformation uz,local is related to a virtual reference 
surface that is displaced parallel to the undeformed system. 
The displacement vector of the reference surface is as long 
as the minimal nodal deformation within the surface. 

 

Figure 2.19: Displaced parallel surface (displacement vector: smallest nodal deformation uz,min) 
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• Deformed reference plane: If the support deformations of a surface differ considerably 
from each other in size and degree, you can define an inclined 
reference plane for the deformation uz,local to be checked. You 
have to define this plane by three points of the undeformed 
system. The program determines the deformation of the 
three definition points, places the reference plane in those 
displaced points, and calculates the local deformation uz,local. 

 

Figure 2.20: Displaced user-defined reference plane 
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2.4 Reinforcement 

This window consists of five tabs where all reinforcement data is specified. As the individual 
surfaces often require different settings, define so-called "reinforcement groups" can be de-
fined in every design case. Each reinforcement group contains the reinforcement parameters 
that are applied to particular surfaces. 

Reinforcement Group 
To create a new reinforcement group, click [New] in the Reinforcement Group section. The 
number is automatically assigned. A user-defined Description helps you to overlook all rein-
forcement groups of each design case. 

 
Figure 2.21: Window 1.4 Reinforcement with two reinforcement groups 

To select the desired reinforcement group, use the No. list or click the entries in the navigator. 

By using the [Delete] button, the currently selected reinforcement group is deleted from the 
design case without any further warning. Hence, surfaces contained in that reinforcement 
group will not be designed. If you want to design them, you have to reassign them to a new or 
existing reinforcement group. 

Applied to Surfaces 
In this section, you specify the surfaces to which the parameters of the current reinforcement 
group apply. By default, All surfaces are set. If this check box is selected, it is not possible to 
create any further reinforcement groups. The reason is that a surface cannot be designed ac-
cording to different rules (this is only possible via "design cases", see item New Case on the File 
menu). Therefore, clear the All check box when you want to use several reinforcement groups. 

In the box, enter the number of the surface(s) to which the reinforcement parameters of the 
tabs below apply. You can also select them graphically in the RFEM work window by using the 
[] function. Only surface numbers that have not yet been assigned to other reinforcement 
groups can be entered. 
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2.4.1 Reinforcement Ratios 

 
Figure 2.22: Window 1.4 Reinforcement, tab Reinforcement Ratios 

This tab controls the minimum and maximum reinforcements in percentages. The Minimum 
secondary reinforcement relates to the maximum longitudinal reinforcement that is applied. All 
other reinforcement ratios are related to the unit cross-sectional area of the concrete surface. 

2.4.2 Reinforcement Layout 

 
Figure 2.23: Window 1.4 Reinforcement, tab Reinforcement Layout 

This tab controls the geometric specifications of the reinforcement. 
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Number of Reinforcement Directions 
The reinforcement mesh can be defined with two or three reinforcement directions for each 
surface side. 

For serviceability limit state designs, only a reinforcement mesh with two directions is allowed. 

The definition of the "top" and "bottom" sides of the surface is given in the Concrete Cover for 
Reinforcement section below. 

Refer Concrete Cover to 

The concrete covers that are defined in the Concrete Cover for Reinforcement section can be re-
lated to the Centroid or Edge distances of the reinforcement. 

 
Figure 2.24: Reference of the concrete cover 

If you select the Edge option, you have to specify the Bar diameter D. 

Concrete Cover for Reinforcement 
For both sides of the surface, you specify the concrete covers of the Basic Reinforcement and, if 
necessary, the Additional Reinforcement. The dimensions represent either the centroids, d, of 
the individual layers or the edge distances, cc, of the reinforcement in direction ϕ1. The rein-
forcement directions can be defined in the dialog box section below. 

The "top" and "bottom" surface sides are defined as follows: The bottom surface is defined in 
direction of the positive local surface axis z, the top side in direction of the negative local axis z. 

The RFEM graphic shows you the xyz-coordinate systems of the surfaces as soon as you move 
the pointer across a surface. You can also use the shortcut menu of a surface (right-click it) to 
switch the axes on and off. 

 
Figure 2.25: RFEM shortcut menu of a surface 
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To display the surface sides in different colors, select Colors in Graphics According to +/- z-
Surface Side in the Display navigator (see figure on the left). 

You can change the orientation of the local z-axis of a surface by using the Reverse Local Axis 
System option on the shortcut menu (see Figure 2.25). In this way, it is possible to unify, for ex-
ample, the orientation of walls to assign the top and bottom reinforcement sides for vertical 
surfaces consistently. 

The wall model types 2D - XZ (uX/uZ/φY) and 2D - XY (uX/uY/φZ) handle models whose surface 
planes are subjected to compression or tension exclusively. In those cases, it is not possible to 
create different reinforcement meshes for each surface side so that the input is limited to uni-
form concrete covers on both sides. 

Reinforcement Directions Related to Local Axis x of FE-Element 
The reinforcement directions ϕ are related to the local x-axes of the finite elements. 

In the Edit Surface dialog box of RFEM, you can check and, if necessary, adjust the axis systems 
for the results of the surfaces. 

 
Figure 2.26: RFEM dialog box Edit Surface, tabs Axes and Axes for Results 

For curved surfaces, it is recommended to check the axes of the finite elements graphically: In 
the Display navigator of RFEM, select the option FE Mesh → On Surfaces → FE Axis Systems x,y,z 
→ Indexes (see Figure 8.41 in Chapter 8.15 of the RFEM manual). 

The reinforcement directions are to be specified by means of the angle ϕ for each layer. Only 
positive angles are allowed. They represent the respective clockwise rotation of the reinforce-
ment direction in relation to the corresponding x-axis. 

For the wall model types 2D - XZ (uX/uZ/φY) and 2D - XY (uX/uY/φZ), it is not possible to create dif-
ferent reinforcement meshes for each side of the surface. Thus, the input is limited to uniform 
reinforcement directions on both surface sides. 
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2.4.3 Longitudinal Reinforcement 

 
Figure 2.27: Window 1.4 Reinforcement, tab Longitudinal Reinforcement (strength and serviceability limit state design) 

The sections of the tab depend on the design selected in Window 1.1 General Data: If you want 
to carry out the strength limit state design exclusively, no specific reinforcement settings are 
required. You only need to decide which longitudinal reinforcement is to be used for the Check 
of Shear Resistance. For the serviceability limit state design, however, you have to specify the 
reinforcement areas.  

For more information on the reinforcement specifications concerning the SLS design, see the 
general manual of RF-CONCRETE Surfaces. 

Provided Basic Reinforcement 
For each surface side and each reinforcement direction, you can define a basic reinforcement 
that will be used for all surfaces of the reinforcement group. Enter the Reinforcement Area and 
the Diameter (required for the SLS design) in the corresponding boxes. 

If the user-defined basic reinforcement exceeds the required one, no additional reinforcement 
is needed. High values of basic reinforcement are not customary, however. This it would be in-
efficient. 

Entering reinforcement areas is facilitated by libraries for rebars and mesh reinforcements. To 
access them, use the two buttons shown on the left. They are described on the following page. 

https://www.dlubal.com/-/media/Files/website/documents/manuals/rfem-and-rstab-add-on-modules/reinforced-concrete-structures/rf-concrete/rf-concrete-surfaces-manual-en.pdf
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Rebars 

 
Figure 2.28: Dialog box Import Reinforcement Area Due to Rebar 

The three options in the Rebar Parameters section are interactive. Normally, the program deter-
mines the reinforcement area from the rebar diameter and the rebar spacing. 

In the Export section, you decide to which text boxes of the Longitudinal Reinforcement tab the 
calculated reinforcement areas are to be applied. The location and the reinforcement direction 
can be defined specifically (or generally by selecting all check boxes). 

Mesh Reinforcement 

 
Figure 2.29: Dialog box Import Reinforcement Area from Mesh Reinforcement Library 

First, select the Product Range from the drop-down list shown on the left. Then, define the 
mesh Type and select the relevant Number in the section to the right. In the section below, you 
can check the Mesh Reinforcement Properties. 

In the Export section, you decide to which text boxes of the Longitudinal Reinforcement tab the 
reinforcement areas are to be applied. The location and the reinforcement direction can be de-
fined specifically. 
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Use required reinforcement for design of serviceability 

The ideal approach to perform the SLS design would be the following: 

1. Determine the required reinforcement by using only the load specified in the Strength Limit 
State tab. 

2. Create a reinforcement drawing including mesh reinforcements and rebars on the basis of 
the colored result diagrams. 

3. If necessary, divide the surfaces based on the reinforcement drawing into smaller surfaces 
that have the same provided reinforcement area in each reinforcement direction. 

4. Define the provided reinforcement area, rebar spacing, and diameter for each surface in  
RF-CONCRETE Surfaces. 

5. Recalculate with the loads in the Serviceability Limit State tab. 

That procedure is rather complex and contrary to the convention that you can determine the 
reinforcement and perform the SLS design by simply clicking [Calculation]. 

Therefore, you can select the option Apply required longitudinal reinforcement to quickly obtain 
a provided reinforcement for the individual surfaces: The program uses the required reinforce-
ment from the strength limit state design as the reinforcement to be applied. If this option is 
selected, you only need to specify the rebar diameter. 

Additional Reinforcement for Serviceability Limit State Design 
In all areas where the statically required reinforcement exceeds the basic reinforcement, addi-
tional reinforcement is needed. Use the drop-down list to specify which additional reinforce-
ment is applied for the serviceability limit state design. 

If you select the Required additional reinforcement option, the actual As,req distribution is applied 
as additional reinforcement in the SLS design. 

The Additional reinforcement layout is determined as difference between the greater statically 
required reinforcement of all surfaces of the reinforcement group and the defined basic rein-
forcement: 

as,add = max as,req – as,basic 

Equation 2.1 

Click [Info] to open a dialog box illustrating the additional reinforcement (see Figure 2.30). 

To dimension the additional reinforcement, you only need to specify the rebar diameter. 

You can also specify a User-defined additional reinforcement. For this, the program offers librar-
ies for the rebars and mesh reinforcements (see description in Provided Basic Reinforcement 
section above). 
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Figure 2.30: Options to apply additional reinforcement 

Manual definition of reinforcement areas 
As an alternative to the automatic geometric layout of the additional reinforcement used for 
the SLS design, you can define the areas manually. To activate this option, click the [Details] 
button and open the Details dialog box. Then, select the Manual definition of the reinforcement 
areas in the Reinforcement tab. 

 
Figure 2.31: Activating manual definition of reinforcement areas in Details dialog box 
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In the Longitudinal Reinforcement tab, the dialog section Provided Additional Reinforcement is 
now shown (instead of Additional Reinforcement for Serviceability State Design). 

 
Figure 2.32: Window 1.4 Reinforcement, tab Longitudinal Reinforcement 

In the following, the functions are described for a rectangular reinforcement as an example. 
The explanations apply in the same way to surface, polygonal and circular reinforcements. 

Click the [Apply free rectangular reinforcement] button to open the New Rectangular Reinforce-
ment dialog box (see Figure 2.33). There you can define the properties as well as the position of 
the free reinforcement. 

In the dialog section On Surfaces No., you enter the surfaces to be used for the reinforcement. If 
the All in RG check box is selected, the new free reinforcement will be used for all surfaces of 
the current reinforcement group (RG). 

The Projection Plane section determines on which plane the reinforcement is applied. 

The Type of Reinforcement is either a mesh or a rebar reinforcement. You can select the mesh 
reinforcements in a library that you open with the [Library] button. For the rebar reinforcement, 
you can use the button seen on the left to determine the reinforcement area by means of re-
bar diameter, rebar spacing and reinforcement area. 

The Layout of Reinforcement section controls the arrangement of the reinforcement. You have 
to specify the surface side as well as the direction of the reinforcement or the mesh main rein-
forcement. The concrete cover of the additional reinforcement is taken from the settings in the 
Reinforcement Layout tab; it cannot be changed here. 

The Reinforcement Position, which means the region of the reinforcement, is defined by the 
coordinates of two points. Enter them directly, or select them with the [Pick] button in the 
work window. You can also draw a rectangular window either by selecting two corner points 
or using the rectangle's center point. 
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Figure 2.33: Dialog box New Rectangular Reinforcement 

Note the following when you define the reinforcement position: The free reinforcement will be 
considered for a finite element when the rectangle includes the center of this element. 

If two reinforcement areas lie one upon the other, the values in the respective elements will be 
added. 

When you have defined the reinforcement, the [Edit] button is accessible in the Provided Addi-
tional Reinforcement section (see Figure 2.32). It opens a table where you can modify the rein-
forcement. 

 
Figure 2.34: Table Rectangular Reinforcement 
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The buttons below the table have the following functions: 

Button Function 

 
Creates a new free reinforcement area 

 
Allows for editing the selected reinforcement 

 
Moves or copies the selected reinforcement 

 
Deletes the selected reinforcement 

 
Sorts the table entries by location 

 
Opens the dialog box Reinforcement Filter  

 
Switches to RFEM work window for changing the view 

 
Turns on and off the synchronization in the graphic 

Table 2.3: Buttons in Table Rectangular Reinforcement 

Click the [Filter] button to open the dialog box shown in Figure 2.35. You can filter the table 
entries by Surface numbers, reinforcement Location and Type of reinforcement. By hiding par-
ticular properties, you can get a clear overview. 

 
Figure 2.35: Dialog box Reinforcement Filter 

If the [Synchronization] is enabled after the calculation, the RFEM graphic shows only those re-
inforcement areas that are selected in the table. This graphical representation is also available 
for several areas when the row numbers are selected while pressing the [Ctrl] key. 

 
Figure 2.36: Synchronization with two reinforcement areas selected 
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After the calculation, the Reinforcement Covering item appears in the Results navigator. Use the 
two item options to evaluate how the required reinforcement is covered by the additional rein-
forcement. 

 
Figure 2.37: Selecting Reinforcement Covering in Results navigator  

When the Not Covered Reinforcement option is set, only those areas are highlighted in the 
model graphic that still need reinforcement. 

With the representation of As,req / As,prov, any still missing as well as already provided rein-
forcement is quantified by colored marks. 

 

Figure 2.38: Ratios of required to provided reinforcement 
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Longitudinal Reinforcement for Check of Shear Resistance 
The last section of the Longitudinal Reinforcement tab provides three options how to apply the 
longitudinal reinforcement for the shear check without shear reinforcement. 

 
Figure 2.39: Section Longitudinal Reinforcement for Check of Shear Resistance 

• Apply required longitudinal reinforcement 

The check of shear resistance is carried out with the transformed provided tension rein-
forcement in direction of the principal shear force (see general manual of RF-CONCRETE 
Surfaces). 

• Apply the greater value resulting from either the required or provided reinforcement 

For the check of shear resistance, the program uses either the statically required or the 
user-defined longitudinal reinforcement (see general manual of RF-CONCRETE Surfaces). 

• Automatically increase required longitudinal reinforcement to avoid shear reinforcement 

If the required longitudinal reinforcement is not sufficient for the shear force resistance, 
the longitudinal reinforcement will be increased in the main shear force direction until the 
shear check without shear reinforcement is satisfied (see general manual of RF-CONCRETE 
Surfaces). 

2.4.4 Standard 
The parameters of this tab depend on the Standard selected in Window 1.1 General Data. In 
this tab, you specify the standard-specific reinforcement data. Here the settings are described 
for ACI 318-14 [2]. 

At the bottom right below the table, two buttons are available. Click [Default] to reset the  
initial values of the current standard. Use [Set as Default] to store the defined entries as new 
default settings. 

 
Figure 2.40: Window 1.4 Reinforcement, tab ACI 318-14  

https://www.dlubal.com/-/media/Files/website/documents/manuals/rfem-and-rstab-add-on-modules/reinforced-concrete-structures/rf-concrete/rf-concrete-surfaces-manual-en.pdf
https://www.dlubal.com/-/media/Files/website/documents/manuals/rfem-and-rstab-add-on-modules/reinforced-concrete-structures/rf-concrete/rf-concrete-surfaces-manual-en.pdf
https://www.dlubal.com/-/media/Files/website/documents/manuals/rfem-and-rstab-add-on-modules/reinforced-concrete-structures/rf-concrete/rf-concrete-surfaces-manual-en.pdf
https://www.dlubal.com/-/media/Files/website/documents/manuals/rfem-and-rstab-add-on-modules/reinforced-concrete-structures/rf-concrete/rf-concrete-surfaces-manual-en.pdf
https://www.dlubal.com/-/media/Files/website/documents/manuals/rfem-and-rstab-add-on-modules/reinforced-concrete-structures/rf-concrete/rf-concrete-surfaces-manual-en.pdf
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Minimum Reinforcement 
In this section, you decide which provisions of the standard regarding the minimum reinforce-
ment are to be considered in the design. 

For plates and walls, click [Settings] to set the direction of the minimum and main compression 
reinforcement. 

Plates 

 
Figure 2.41: Dialog box Settings for Min. Reinforcement for Ductile Properties 

According to ACI 318-14, 7.6.1.1and 8.6.1.1, the minimum reinforcement must be arranged as 
close as practicable to the face of the concrete in tension due to applied loads. The main direc-
tion of the span cannot be found automatically in the determination of the reinforcement by 
element. You can control the direction of the reinforcement in which you want to consider the 
minimum reinforcement, however, by setting one of the following options: 

• Reinforcement direction with main tension force in the considered element 

The minimum reinforcement is considered only in the reinforcement direction featuring 
the greatest tension force of all reinforcement directions of both top surface (-z) and bot-
tom surface (+z): The minimum reinforcement is placed only in one direction and on one 
side of the plate. 

• Reinforcement direction with main tension force in the corresponding reinforcement surface 

For each reinforcement surface, the program searches for the reinforcement direction 
with the greatest tension force. Then, the minimum reinforcement is determined on each 
surface for these directions. 

• Define 

The reinforcement direction in which you want to apply the minimum reinforcement can 
be specified manually. 
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Walls 

 
Figure 2.42: Dialog box Settings for Min. Reinforcement for Walls 

You can specify the direction of the main compression reinforcement to determine the minimum 
longitudinal reinforcement for walls in the direction of the main compression force or Defined. 

Shear Reinforcement 
If the option for Nominal shear strength Vc acc. to Table 22.5.5.1/22.5.6.1 is selected, the shear 
strength provided by the concrete is calculated with the detailed equations from these tables. 
Otherwise, the more conservative Equation (22.5.5.1) or Equation (22.5.6.1) is applied. 

Factors 
The three boxes control the Strength reduction factors for compressive strength, tensile strength, 
and shear and torsion in the design. The values for the different design situations are preset ac-
cording to [2] Table 21.2.1. 
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2.4.5 Design Method 

 
Figure 2.43: Window 1.4 Reinforcement, tab Design Method 

When the required reinforcement is determined, the principal internal forces are transformed 
into design forces (in direction of the reinforcement) and related concrete strut forces. The 
magnitudes of those design forces depend on the presumed angle of the concrete strut that 
braces the reinforcement mesh. 

In the design situations "tension-tension" and "tension-compression", the design force may 
become negative in one reinforcement direction for a certain inclination of the concrete strut, 
that is, compressive forces would occur for the tension reinforcement. Due to the Optimization 
of design internal forces, the direction of the concrete strut is modified until the negative design 
force is zero. 

During the optimization process of internal forces, the program determines the inclination an-
gle of the concrete strut that produces the most favorable design result. The design moments 
are determined iteratively with adjusted inclination angles in order to find the smallest energy 
with the least required reinforcement. The optimization process is described in the general 
manual of RF-CONCRETE Surfaces. 

The optimization for concrete components subjected to compression (such as walls) may re-
sult in non-designable elements due to failure of the compression strut. Therefore, the optimi-
zation is not recommended for the design situation "compression-compression". 

 

https://www.dlubal.com/-/media/Files/website/documents/manuals/rfem-and-rstab-add-on-modules/reinforced-concrete-structures/rf-concrete/rf-concrete-surfaces-manual-en.pdf
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3.  Calculation 
In RF-CONCRETE Surfaces, the [Calculation] is carried out with the internal forces of RFEM. If the 
RFEM results are not yet available, the internal forces will be calculated automatically. 

3.1 Details 
Click the [Details] button which is available in all windows to open the corresponding dialog 
box. It consists of two tabs with global settings for the design.  

3.1.1 Options 

 
Figure 3.1: Dialog box Details, tab Options 

Analysis Method for Result Combinations 
This section controls how the design internal forces of the result combinations are included in 
the calculation. This specification also applies when there are several load cases or load com-
binations in the design case to be analyzed. The Mixed Method is preset: Before the design, the 
program analyzes whether the Enumeration Method or the Envelope Method needs less compu-
tation time. 

Enumeration Method 

Each load case and each load combination selected in Window 1.1 General Data is designed in-
dividually. From the results, the reinforcement envelope is computed. For result combinations, 
16 calculations are performed for the RFEM extreme values of the basic internal forces max/min mx, 
max/min nx, max/min my, max/min ny, max/min mxy, max/min nxy, max/min vx, and max/min vy. 

The Enumeration Method is very precise because every combination is calculated separately, 
and then the enveloping reinforcement is determined. However, the disadvantage of this 
method is that the number of the combinations to be analyzed increases exponentially with 
the number of load cases, as the program proceeds from row to row. If there are, for example, 
50 selected load combinations, there will also be 50 reinforcement designs. On the other hand, 
all possible variants (constellations) are included in the designs. 
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Envelope Method 

From the load cases, load and result combinations selected in Window 1.1 General Data, the 
module computes an internal forces envelope. 16 extreme value variants are analyzed. The dif-
ference to the extreme values of result combinations in RFEM is the following: The module an-
alyzes not only the variants of the extreme values that are based on the maximum basic internal 
forces, but also on their interaction (for example mx + mxy). With this envelope from 16 variants 
of extreme values, the determination of the reinforcement is started. Thus, 16 calculation runs 
are carried out to determine the reinforcement. Even if there is a great number of load cases, 
load or result combinations, the computing time will still be adequate. 

Since the internal forces envelope is computed with 16 extreme values, it is possible that the 
most unfavorable variants are not considered – unlike in the Enumeration Method where the 
load cases are computed row by row. Combinations with load cases whose directions of action 
are orthogonal may be critical, however. In this case, a check according to the Enumeration 
Method is recommended. 

Mixed Method 

Before the design, the module analyzes how many designs are to be performed with the load 
cases, load and result combinations selected in Window 1.1 General Data for each limit state. 
As mentioned in the description of the Enumeration Method, the module performs a separate 
design for each load case and each load combination. For one result combination, 16 calcula-
tions are required for the extreme value variants of the basic internal forces. If, for example, 
you select one result combination and five load combinations for the design, the program 
needs 16 + 5 = 21 calculation runs. The number is greater than the preset 20 variants of inter-
nal forces. Hence, the design is carried out with the Envelope Method. 

In the box, you can specify the upper limit of the variants that are designed according to the 
precise Enumeration Method. 

Thus, the Mixed Method is a compromise between precision of results and computation time. 

Internal Forces Diagram Used for Design 

Apply Averaged Internal Forces 

By default, the design uses the continuous distribution of internal forces within surfaces from 
RFEM: RF-CONCRETE Surfaces transforms the moments and axial forces in the directions of the 
longitudinal reinforcement and then performs the checks. 

If you select this check box, however, the design is carried out with the internal forces that are 
available in the average regions defined in RFEM. By means of the averaged results, you can 
reduce singularities and consider local redistribution effects in the model (see Figure 3.2). 

The average regions are described in the RFEM manual, Chapter 9.7.3. 

Apply Internal Forces Without Rib Components 

In RFEM, you can model a T-beam by using a surface and an eccentrically connected member 
of the "rib" type. The internal forces of the T-beam from the surface component and member 
are determined by integration of the surface internal forces. They represent the "rib internal 
forces". 

With this option, you can decide whether the surface internal forces assigned to the rib are to 
be included in the design of the surfaces. The design with the rib component is preset. 
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Figure 3.2: Top reinforcement for continuous distribution of internal forces (left) and average regions at columns (right) 

3.1.2 Reinforcement 

 
Figure 3.3: Dialog box Details, tab Reinforcement 

Definition of Provided Additional Reinforcement 
The Automatic arrangement according to the specifications in Table 1.4 is preset for the additional 
reinforcement. This means that the rebars and mesh reinforcements will be arranged with the 
parameters of the Longitudinal Reinforcement tab to satisfy the serviceability limit state design. 

As an alternative, a Manual definition of the reinforcement areas is possible. When this option is se-
lected, the Longitudinal Reinforcement tab in Window 1.4 is accordingly adjusted (see Figure 2.32, 
page 31 with description below). 
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3.2 Check 
Before you start the calculation, it is recommended to check if the input data is correct. The 
[Check] button is available in every input window of RF-CONCRETE Surfaces. 

The program checks whether the data required for the design is complete and the references of 
the data sets are fine. If the program does not detect any error, it displays the following message: 

 
Figure 3.4: Plausibility check 

3.3 Start Calculation 
You can start the calculation out of each input window of the RF-CONCRETE Surfaces module 
by clicking [Calculation]. 

RF-CONCRETE Surfaces searches for the results of the load cases, load combinations, and result 
combinations that are to be designed. If they cannot be found, the program starts the RFEM 
calculation to determine the design-relevant internal forces. 

You can also start the calculation out of the RFEM user interface: The To Calculate dialog box 
(menu Calculate → To Calculate) lists the design cases of the add-on modules like load cases or 
load combinations. 

 
Figure 3.5: Dialog box To Calculate 

If the design cases of RF-CONCRETE Surfaces are missing in the Not Calculated section, select 
All or Add-on Modules from the drop-down list below the section. 
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To transfer the selected RF-CONCRETE Surfaces cases to the dialog box section on the right, 
click []. To start the calculation, click [OK]. 

Alternatively, you can use the drop-down list in the toolbar to calculate a design case: Select 
the RF-CONCRETE Surfaces case, and then click [Show Results]. 

 
Figure 3.6: Direct calculation of an RF-CONCRETE Surfaces design case in RFEM 

Subsequently, you can observe the calculation process in the solver dialog box. 
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4.  Results 
Window 2.1 Required Reinforcement Total is displayed immediately after the calculation. 

 
Figure 4.1: Results window 

The strength limit state designs are listed in Window 2.1 through Window 2.3 by various  
criteria. 

Window 3.1 through Window 3.3 contains the results of the serviceability limit state designs. 

All windows can be selected directly by clicking the according entry in the navigator. Use the 
buttons shown on the left to go to the previous or next window. You can also use the function 
keys [F2] and [F3] to select the previous or next window. 

At the bottom of the windows, you find two option buttons. With these buttons, you decide 
whether to show the results data In FE nodes or In grid points. The results of the FE nodes are 
determined directly by the solver. The grid point results are determined by interpolations of 
the FE node results. 

To save the results, click [OK]. Thus, you exit RF-CONCRETE Surfaces and return to the main 
program. 

Chapter 4 Results presents the results windows in their proper order. Evaluating and checking 
results is described in Chapter 5 Results Evaluation on page 56. 
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4.1 Required Reinforcement Total 
The table shows the maximum reinforcement areas of all analyzed surfaces. The areas are de-
termined from the internal forces of the load cases, load and result combinations selected for 
the strength limit state design. 

 
Figure 4.2: Window 2.1 Required Reinforcement Total 

Surface No. 
The column shows the numbers of surfaces containing the governing points. 

Point No. / Grid Point 
In these FE nodes or grid points, the greatest required reinforcement was determined for each 
position and direction. The type of each reinforcement is displayed in column E Symbol. 

The FE mesh nodes, M, are generated automatically. By contrast, the grid points,  G, can be 
controlled in RFEM where user-defined result grids are possible for surfaces. This function is 
described in Chapter 8.13 of the RFEM manual. 

Point Coordinates X/Y/Z 
The three columns show the coordinates of the governing FE nodes or grid points. 

Symbol 
Column E displays the reinforcement type. For the four (or six) longitudinal reinforcements, the 
module shows the directions (1, 2 and 3, if available) as well as the surface sides (top and bottom). 

The reinforcement directions are set in the Reinforcement Layout tab of Window 1.4 Reinforcement 
(see Chapter 2.4.2, page 24). 

The top reinforcement is defined on the surface side in direction of the negative local surface 
axis z (-z). Accordingly, the top reinforcement is defined in direction of the positive z-axis (+z). 
Figure 2.25 on page 25 shows how to switch the axis systems of surfaces on or off. 

The shear reinforcement is indicated as av. 

  
 

Top and bottom surface 
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Required Reinforcement 
This column displays the reinforcement areas that are required to satisfy the strength limit 
state design. 

Basic Reinforcement 
This column shows the user-defined basic reinforcement defined in the Longitudinal Reinforce-
ment tab of Window 1.4 Reinforcement (see Chapter 2.4.3, page 27). 

Additional Reinforcement 
If you design the strength limit state exclusively, the column Required displays the difference 
between required reinforcement (column F) and provided basic reinforcement (column G). 

If you additionally design the serviceability limit state, you see the reinforcement areas that are 
required by the specifications in the Longitudinal Reinforcement tab of Window 1.4 Reinforce-
ment (see Chapter 2.4.3, page 27) to satisfy the serviceability limit state designs. The Provided 
column shows the reinforcement that is available as additional reinforcement for the servicea-
bility limit state design according to the specification in the Longitudinal Reinforcement tab of 
Window 1.4 Reinforcement.  

Note 
The final column indicates non-designable situations or notes referring to design issues. The 
numbers are explained in the status bar. 

The [Messages] button allows you to view all notes of the current design case. A dialog box 
appears showing the relevant messages. 

 
Figure 4.3: Dialog box Error Messages or Notes 

The buttons available in Window 2.1 are described in Chapter 5 on page 56. 
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4.2 Required Reinforcement by Surface 

 
Figure 4.4: Window 2.2 Required Reinforcement by Surface 

This window shows the maximum reinforcement areas that are required for each of the designed 
surfaces. The columns are described in Chapter 4.1. 
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4.3 Required Reinforcement by Point 

 
Figure 4.5: Window 2.3 Required Reinforcement by Point 

This results window lists the maximum reinforcement areas for all FE nodes or grid points of 
each surface. The columns are described in Chapter 4.1. 

In addition to the longitudinal and shear reinforcements, the table display design-relevant  
values of the actions and resistances. For ACI 318-14, these are the following: 

Symbol Meaning 

n1,-z (top) 
Axial force or membrane force for design of reinforcement in first reinforce-
ment direction on top side of the surface 

n2,-z (top) 
Axial force or membrane force for design of reinforcement in second rein-
forcement direction on top side of the surface 

n1,+z (bottom) Same as n1,-z (top), but on bottom side of the surface 

n2,+z (bottom) Same as n2,-z (top), but on bottom side of the surface 

m1,-z (top) 
m2,-z (top) 

Only for type of model 2D - XY (uZ/φX/φY): moment for design of reinforce-
ment in first or second reinforcement direction on top side of the surface 

m1,-z (bottom) 

m2,-z (bottom) 
Same as m1,-z (top) / m2,-z (top), but on bottom side of the surface 

Vu Design value of applied shear force 

Vc Design shear resistance without shear reinforcement 

Vn Design shear resistance of concrete strut 

Vs Design shear resistance of shear reinforcement 

Table 4.1: Output values in Window 2.3 for ACI 318-14 

The search function, which you can start by clicking the button shown on the left, helps you to 
quickly find specific FE nodes or grid points (see Figure 5.7, page 61). 
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4.4 Serviceability Design Total 
The upper table gives a summary of the governing serviceability limit state designs. Below, the 
Intermediate Results of the current FE node or grid point (i.e. the row selected in the upper table) 
including all design-relevant parameters are listed. You can expand or reduce entries by clicking 
[+] or [-]. 

 
Figure 4.6: Window 3.1 Serviceability Design Total 

Figure 4.6 shows the results window of an analytical serviceability limit state check. Chapter 4.7 
on page 53 describes the results window that appears when a nonlinear SLS analysis was carried 
out. 

The method of check is defined in the Serviceability Limit State tab of Window 1.1General Data 
(see Figure 2.5, page 9). 

Surface No. 
The column shows the numbers of surfaces containing the governing points. 

Point No. / Grid Point 
These FE nodes or grid points provide the maximum ratios for the required checks. The type of 
check is displayed in column F Symbol. 

The FE mesh nodes, M, are generated automatically. The grid points, G, can be controlled in 
RFEM (see Chapter 8.13 of the RFEM manual). 

Point Coordinates X/Y/Z 
The three columns show the coordinates of the governing FE nodes or grid points. 

Loading  
Column E displays the load cases, load or result combinations whose internal forces produce 
the greatest ratios for the respective serviceability limit state design. 
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Symbol  
Column F shows the type of the serviceability limit state design. If you have selected the ana-
lytical method, this column will show up to six types of check. Those types are described by an 
example in the general manual of RF-CONCRETE Surfaces. 

The symbols stand for the following types of checks: 

Symbol Design SLS 

uz,local 

Deformation in cracked state according to specifications in Window 1.3 Surfaces 

This check requires the module extension RF-CONCRETE Deflect which enables the 
module to do an analytical deformation analysis. The stiffnesses are calculated 
independently from the stiffness modification for the strength limit state in RFEM. 

lim sl 
Limitation of rebar spacing according to specifications in Window 1.3 Surfaces  
(see Figure 2.14, page 17) 

wk 
Limitation of crack width according to specifications in Window 1.3 Surfaces  
(see Figure 2.14, page 17) 

Table 4.2: Serviceability limit state designs according to analytical method 

Existing Value 
This column displays the values of all surfaces that are governing for the serviceability limit 
state designs. 

Limit Value 
The design limit values are determined from the standard specifications and the load situation. 
Their determination is described in the general manual of RF-CONCRETE Surfaces. 

Ratio 
Column J shows the ratios of the existing values (column G) and the limit values (column H). 
Ratios greater than 1 mean that the design criterion is not satisfied. The lengths of the colored 
scales illustrate the respective ratios graphically. 

For the serviceability limit state designs, not all types of checks must be satisfied (see explana-
tion in the general manual of RF-CONCRETE Surfaces. 

Note 
The final column indicates non-designable situations or notes referring to design issues. The 
numbers are explained in the status bar. 

To display all messages of the current design case, use the [Messages] button shown on the 
left. A dialog box showing the relevant messages appears (see Figure 4.3, page 46). 

The buttons available in Window 3.1 are described in Chapter 5 on page 56. 
 

 

https://www.dlubal.com/-/media/Files/website/documents/manuals/rfem-and-rstab-add-on-modules/reinforced-concrete-structures/rf-concrete/rf-concrete-surfaces-manual-en.pdf
https://www.dlubal.com/-/media/Files/website/documents/manuals/rfem-and-rstab-add-on-modules/reinforced-concrete-structures/rf-concrete/rf-concrete-surfaces-manual-en.pdf
https://www.dlubal.com/-/media/Files/website/documents/manuals/rfem-and-rstab-add-on-modules/reinforced-concrete-structures/rf-concrete/rf-concrete-surfaces-manual-en.pdf
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4.5 Serviceability Design by Surface 

 
Figure 4.7: Window 3.2 Serviceability Design by Surface 

This window lists the maximum ratios of each designed surface resulting for the serviceability 
limit state designs. The columns are described in Chapter 4.4. 
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4.6 Serviceability Design by Point 

 
Figure 4.8: Window 3.3Serviceability Design by Point 

This results window lists the maximum ratios for all FE nodes or grid points of each surface. The 
columns are described in Chapter 4.4. 

The search function, which you can start by clicking the button shown on the left, helps you to 
quickly find specific FE nodes or grid points (see Figure 5.7, page 61). 
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4.7 Nonlinear Calculation Total 
The upper table gives a summary of the governing serviceability limit state designs. Below, the 
Intermediate Results of the current FE nodes or grid point (i.e. the row selected in the upper table) 
including all design-relevant parameters are listed. You can expand or reduce entries by clicking 
[+] or [-]. 

 
Figure 4.9: Window 3.1 Nonlinear Calculation Total 

Figure 4.9 shows the results window of a nonlinear serviceability limit state design. The method 
of check is specified in the Serviceability Limit State tab of Window 1.1 General Data (see Figure 2.5, 
page 9). 

The columns are described in Chapter 4.4, page 49. 

The symbols stand for the following types of checks: 

Symbol Design SLS 

uz,local Deformation in cracked state according to specifications in Window 1.3 Surfaces 

wk 
Limitation of crack width according to specifications in Window 1.3 Surfaces  
(see Figure 2.14, page 17) 

Table 4.3: Serviceability limit state designs according to nonlinear method 

The values of the deformations, crack widths, and stresses represent the results in cracked sec-
tions (state II). 

The crack widths, wk, given in the Intermediate Results refer to the reinforcement directions. For 
example, the value for wk,I,-z (top) represents the crack width for the first direction of reinforcement 
on the top side of the surface; the crack runs perpendicularly to the reinforcement direction 1. 
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4.8 Nonlinear Calculation by Surface 

 
Figure 4.10: Window 3.2 Nonlinear Calculation by Surface 

This window lists the maximum ratios of each designed surface that result in the serviceability 
limit state design. The columns are described in Chapters 4.4 and 4.7. 
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4.9 Nonlinear Calculation by Point 

 
Figure 4.11: Window 3.3 Nonlinear Calculation by Point 

This results window lists the maximum ratios for all FE nodes or grid points of each surface. The 
columns are described in Chapters 4.4 and 4.7. 

The search function, which you can start by clicking the button shown on the left, helps you to 
quickly find FE nodes or grid points (see Figure 5.7, page 61). 
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5.  Results Evaluation 
The design results can be evaluated in various ways. For this purpose, the buttons below the 
tables are very useful. 

 
Figure 5.1: Buttons for results evaluation 

The buttons have the following functions: 

Button Description Function 

 Design Details 
Opens the Design Details dialog box 
 Chapter 5.1, page 57 

 Sorts Results 
Sorts the results by the maximum ratios (column J) or 
maximum values (column G) 
 Chapter 5.3, page 62 

 Filter 
Opens the Filter Points dialog box where you can select  
FE nodes or grid points by specific criteria  
 Chapter 5.3, page 62 

 
Only Designable 
Results 

Hides all rows containing non-designable situations 

 Exceeding Shows only rows with ratios > 1 (design not fulfilled) 

 Find 
Opens the Find FE Node / Grid Point dialog box where you 
can look for a specific results row 
 Chapter 5.3, page 61 

 Surface Selection 
Allows you to select a surface in the graphics to show its 
results in the table 

 Print 
Includes the intermediate results of the current FE node or 
grid point in printout report 

 Show Color Bars 
Shows or hides the colored reference scales in the results 
windows 

 View Mode 
Jumps to the RFEM work window where you can adjust 
the view 

Table 5.1: Buttons in results windows 
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5.1 Design Details 
Click the [Info] button to check on the design details of the currently selected grid point, i.e. 
the table row in which the cursor is set. This button is available in all results windows. 

 
Figure 5.2: Dialog box Design Details for strength limit state design 

The design details are listed in a tree structure. You can expand or reduce the entries by clicking 
[+] or [-], respectively. The buttons shown on the left [Close] or [Open] all subentries available 
in the directory tree. 

The graphic in the right part shows the location of the selected point in the model. 

For the strength limit state design, the following details are displayed: 

• Design Report 

• Internal Forces from Linear Analysis 

• Principal Internal Forces 

• Factored Internal Forces 

• Concrete Strut 

• Required Longitudinal Reinforcement Due to Factored Membrane Forces 

• Shear Design 

• Statically Required Longitudinal Reinforcement 

• Minimum Reinforcement 

• Check Maximum Reinforcement Ratios 

• Reinforcement to be used 

• Analysis Method for Reinforcement Envelope 

The design details depend on the selected Type of check. Use this drop-down list at the bottom 
of the dialog box to select the results that you want to display. 
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In the serviceability limit state design, many detailed intermediate results are already shown in 
the bottom part of each window (see Figure 4.6, page 49). Click [Info] to view the list of the de-
sign details that are available for the current point. This possibility is only available for results 
calculated by the analytical method, however. 

 
Figure 5.3: Dialog box Design Details for serviceability limit state design 

A tree structure shows all design details relevant for each Type of check. Use this drop-down list 
at the bottom of the dialog box to select the results that you want to display. 

Method of check Type of check 

Analytical 

uz,local 

lim sl 

wk 

Table 5.2: Type of check for serviceability limit state designs 

Click [] to go to the previous FE node or grid point. Click [] to select the next point. 

see Table 4.2, page 50 
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Reinforcement direction 

5.2 Results on RFEM Model 
To evaluate the design results, you can also use the work window of RFEM. 

RFEM background graphic and view mode 
The RFEM work window in the background helps you find the location of an FE node or grid 
point in the model. An arrow in the RFEM background graphic indicates the point selected in 
the results window of RF-CONCRETE Surfaces. The surface is highlighted in the selection color. 

 
Figure 5.4: Highlighted surface and current FE node in RFEM model 

If you cannot improve the view by moving the RF-CONCRETE Surfaces module window, click 
[Jump to graphic] to activate the view mode: Now, the module window is hidden so that you 
can adjust the view in the RFEM work window. The view mode provides only the functions of 
the View menu, for example zooming, moving, or rotating the display. The arrow remains visi-
ble while you the view. 

To return to RF-CONCRETE Surfaces, click [Back]. 

RFEM work window 
You can also graphically check the reinforcements and design ratios in the RFEM model. Click 
[Graphic] to exit the design module. The work window of RFEM now shows all design results, 
like the internal forces of a load case. 

Results navigator 

The Results navigator is adjusted to the RF-CONCRETE Surfaces add-on module: It allows you to 
graphically show the results of the longitudinal reinforcements for each reinforcement direction 
and layer, of the shear reinforcement, the design internal forces or ratios, as well as the detailed 
results of the serviceability limit state designs (see Figure 5.5). 
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Figure 5.5: RFEM work window with Results navigator for RF-CONCRETE Surfaces 

Similarly to the display of internal forces, the [Show Results] button shows or hides the display 
of the design results. 

Since the RFEM tables are of no relevance for the evaluation of the design results, you may 
hide them. 

You can select the design cases in the drop-down list in the RFEM toolbar. 

Panel 

You can use the panel with all control options to evaluate the design results. Its functions are 
described in the RFEM manual, Chapter 3.4.6. In the second tab, you can set the Display Factors 
for the reinforcements, internal forces, or ratios. The third tab of the panel allows you to display 
the results of selected surfaces (see the RFEM manual, Chapter 9.9.3). 

Values on surfaces 

You can use all options available in RFEM to display the result values of the reinforcements and 
ratios on the surfaces. This function is described in Chapter 9.4 of the RFEM manual. Figure 5.6 
shows the group Bottom (+z) reinforcement which is required in addition to the user-defined 
basic reinforcement. Those values are to be applied in the reinforcement directions 1 and 2,  
respectively. 
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Figure 5.6: Group Bottom (+z) reinforcement for required additional reinforcement  

The graphics of the design results can be transferred to the printout report which is described 
in the general manual of RF-CONCRETE Surfaces. 

To return to the add-on module click [RF-CONCRETE Surfaces]. 

5.3 Filter for Results 
The results windows of RF-CONCRETE Surfaces allow you to filter the results by various criteria. 
In addition, the module provides filter options to evaluate the design results graphically. These 
options are described in Chapter 9.9 of the RFEM manual. 

For RF-CONCRETE Surfaces, you can also use the Visibilities (see RFEM manual, Chapter 9.9.1) to 
filter the surfaces for the evaluation. 

Likewise, you can use the Sections in the RFEM model or create new ones (see RFEM manual, 
Chapter 9.6.1). This option allows you to evaluate the results specifically. For example, you can re-
distribute the reinforcement peaks resulting from singularities by using the smoothing function. 

Find point 
The results Windows 2.2 and 2.3 (reinforcement) as well as 3.2 and 3.3 (serviceability) provide  
a search function for FE nodes and grid points. Click the button shown on the left (see also 
Figure 5.1, page 56) to open the following dialog box. 

 
Figure 5.7: Dialog box Find Point 

First, enter the number of the surface manually or use [] to select it graphically. Then, you can 
enter the number of the grid point or FE node, or select it in the list. 

After clicking [OK], the current results window shows you the results row of this point. 

 

 

https://www.dlubal.com/-/media/Files/website/documents/manuals/rfem-and-rstab-add-on-modules/reinforced-concrete-structures/rf-concrete/rf-concrete-surfaces-manual-en.pdf
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Sort results 
By default, Windows 3.1 and 3.2 show the results arranged by to the maximum design ratios. 
The sorting conforms to table column J. 

You can also sort the results by existing values from column G. The greatest ratio of the defor-
mation, for example, does not necessarily represent the maximum deformation because the 
limit values can be defined differently for each surface. Click the [Sort Results] button to switch 
between these two types of result arrangement. 

Filter points 
The button shown on the left is available in the results Windows 2.2 and 2.3 (reinforcement) as 
well as 3.2 and 3.3 (serviceability). By clicking it, you open the following dialog box. 

 
Figure 5.8: Dialog box Filter Points 

In the Surface No. column, enter the number of the corresponding surface. Alternatively, you 
can select the surface graphically in the RFEM work window. To use this function, activate the 
cell and then click [...]. 

The Points column offers several criteria for filtering. In addition to All Designable and All Non-
designable Points, you can select the Governing points. Those provide the maximum reinforce-
ment areas or ratios for the respective type of check. You can also set the point numbers by 
User-defined entries. 

Display only designable or non-designable results 
The two buttons shown on the left allow you to display only designable results or only failed 
designs in the tables, respectively. Thus, you can, for example, hide failed designs due to sin-
gularities or analyze the causes for design problems. 

Filtering results in work window 
The reinforcements and ratios can be used as filter criteria in the RFEM work window. Click 
[Graphics] to quit RF-CONCRETE Surfaces. To apply the filter function, the panel must be  
displayed. If the panel is not shown, select on the RFEM menu 

View → Control Panel (Color Scale, Factors, Filter) 

or use the toolbar button as seen to the left. 

The panel is described in Chapter 3.4.6 of the RFEM manual. You can change the filter settings 
for the results in the first panel tab (color scale). 

As illustrated in Figure 5.9, you can set the value scale of the panel in such a way that only rein-
forcements greater than 0.40 in2/ft are shown. The color ranges of the scale are set in levels of 
0.30 in2/ft; the maximum value of 2.50 in2/ft eliminates effects due to singularities. 

For the graphical display of the grid point or FE node values, the general control functions of 
RFEM are available. Those are described in Chapter 9.4 of the RFEM manual. 
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Figure 5.9: Filtering additional reinforcement with adjusted color spectrum 

Chapter 5.4 describes how the value and color spectra can be adjusted to the diameters and 
spacings of the rebars. 

Filtering surfaces in the work window  
In the Filter tab of the control panel, you can enter the numbers of specific surfaces to display 
their result diagrams exclusively. This function is described in Chapter 9.9.3 of the RFEM manual. 

 

Figure 5.10: Surface filter for reinforcement of floor slabs and ceilings 
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In contrast to the visibility function, the entire model is displayed in the graphic. Figure 5.10 
shows the reinforcement of all horizontal surfaces of a building. The remaining surfaces are 
shown in the model, but are displayed without reinforcement. 

5.4 Configuration of Panel 
The reinforcement results can be shown graphically as isobands or isolines. Twelve color zones 
are set by default for the value spectrum, covering the range between the minimum and max-
imum values. It is also possible to adjust the value spectrum with respect to the reinforcement 
layout in order to prepare the graphical results for a reinforcement drawing.  

To adjust the panel, double click one of the colors. You can also use the [Options] button in the 
panel. The Options dialog box opens where you can click the [Edit] button to access another 
dialog box with options to modify the ranges of colors and values. 

In the Edit Isoline Value and Color Scales dialog box, click [Edit] to open the Edit Value Spectrum 
with Reinforcement Definition dialog box. 

 
Figure 5.11: Dialog boxes Edit Isoline Value and Color Scales and Edit Value Spectrum with Reinforcement Definition 

In this dialog box, the reinforcement area per foot is determined from the Diameter and the 
Distance of the rebars. In the Additional Rebars columns, you can assign further rebar diameters 
and distances (see Figure 5.12). Thus, you can set user-defined value spectra for the reinforce-
ment and use them for a reinforcement drawing. 
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Figure 5.12: Dialog box Edit Value Spectrum with Reinforcement Definitions with rebar diameters and distances 

Click [OK] to import the reinforcement areas resulting from the defined rebar diameters and 
rebar distances in the Edit Isoline Value and Color Scales dialog box. 

In the panel, the diameters of the rebars with the according distances that are to be specified 
for the individual value ranges are shown. 

 
Figure 5.13: Graphic and panel with user-defined reinforcement zones 
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